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CHOOSE YOUR OWN ADVENTURE: The Colorado Bucket List (Part 12)
#44: FLY LIKE AN EAGLE - You’ve likely seen those brightly colored gliders
soaring over Lookout Mountain in Golden and
thought: You’d have to be nuts to paraglide. Well,
we support a little crazy every now and again, as
does Colorado Paragliding, which offers tandem
flights to novices from spring through fall. After a
10-minute hike to the launch site, you’ll buckle
into a seat-like harness attached to the canopy with your pilot, run a few
steps, and then launch into the air. Soar for five to 12 minutes—more if the
pilot finds good thermals—before touching down at a designated landing
zone alongside US 6. Flights cost $159–$169.
#45: SKI UPHILL AT A DOWNHILL RESORT - It might feel like a normal ski
day—the drive up to Loveland Ski Area, the schlep
from the parking lot, the crowd at the ticket
office—right up to the point when you clicked into
your bindings, slipped past the lift lines, and began
climbing up Lower Creek Trail. You are here to ski
powder without buying a lift ticket and without
having to worry too much about avalanche danger. Having attached skins to
your releasable-heel alpine-touring skis, you will be able to ascend the
slopes under my own power. In about an hour you will reach the top of Chair
4 at 12,260 feet. Strip the skins off your skis, threw on your parka, and step
back into your bindings. Seconds later you will be sliding through powder
toward the North Chutes. Loveland Ski Area and Arapahoe Basin allow uphill
access on designated trails. Free uphill pass required.

#46: HOWL AT THE MOON - This year’s closest supermoon—a term for
when our planet’s moon is new or full at the same time it gets nearest to
Earth—will occur on September 28, and that just
happens to be the night of a total lunar eclipse.
This means we’ll see one of the brightest moonrises of the year and then watch it darken into a
blood red disc for about an hour as the moon
moves into our planet’s shadow. The eclipse peaks
at 8:47 p.m. Celebrate this astronomical marvel
with a little lunacy: » Climb onto the roof of your
house to watch the show. » Go for your favorite run after dark. » Climb the
Third Flatiron. (Don’t forget a headlamp for the descent route on the dark
side of the formation.) » Paddle a canoe or a stand-up paddle-board across
Cherry Creek Reservoir (open until 10 p.m.). » Go skinny-dipping. » Hike past
otherworldly rock formations on the Red Rocks Trail at Matthews/Winters
Park in Jefferson County.
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Titera’s Titbit: U.S. Begins Berlin Airlift
On June 26, 1948, U.S. and British pilots begin delivering food and supplies by airplane to Berlin after the city
is isolated by a Soviet Union blockade. When World
War II ended in 1945, defeated Germany was divided
into Soviet, American, British and French zones of occupation. The city of Berlin, though located within the
Soviet zone of occupation, was also split into four sectors, with the Allies taking the western part of the city
and the Soviets the eastern. In June 1948, Josef Stalin’s
government attempted to consolidate control [More]
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